Abstract. In this paper, we generalize the work of Werner and others to develop two abstract characterizations for self-adjoint operator spaces. The corresponding abstract objects can be represented as self-adjoint subspaces of B(H) in such a way that both a metric structure and an order structure are preserved at each matrix level. We demonstrate a generalization of the Arveson extension theorem in this context. We also show that quotients of self-adjoint operator spaces can be endowed with a compatible operator space structure and characterize the kernels of completely positive completely bounded maps on self-adjoint operator spaces.
Introduction
Abstract characterizations are an important tool in the field of operator algebras. For example, it is straightforward to prove that quotients of abstract operator spaces are again abstract operator spaces, although it is harder to see how one would represent a quotient of concrete operator spaces as a space of operators acting on a Hilbert space without an abstract characterization (although it can be done -see [16] for a "concrete" approach to quotients of operator spaces).
The study of operator spaces, operator systems, and operator algebras has flourished in the past three decades or so thanks to the discovery of abstract characterizations of these objects by Ruan [17] , Choi and Effros [6] , and Blecher, Ruan and Sinclair [4] , respectively. These characterizations can be viewed as "intrinsic" in the sense that they can be expressed in terms of simple relations between the algebraic and metric or order structures which theses spaces naturally posses at each matrix level. Recently, axiomatic characterizations of self-adjoint operator spaces with an order structure have been separately proposed by Werner [18] , Ng [14] , and Karn [10] . Each of these characterizations takes as an axiom the existence of "sufficiently many" functionals. Thus, one could view these characterizations as "extrinsic" in the sense that they are expressed in terms of the properties of an external object, the dual space. For a detailed history of this progression of results, see Section 4.5 of Blecher's paper [2] . Indeed, Blecher notes in the third paragraph of Section 4.5 of [2] that the above "extrinsic" characterization was the only known condition which guarantees the existence of a completly isometric complete order embedding of an abstractly defined ordered vector space onto a self-adjoint subspace of a C * -algebra.
In this paper, we will propose two new characterizations of self-adjoint operator spaces which are "intrinsic" in nature (improving upon the above known results). We first show in Theorem 3.2 that self-adjoint operator spaces can be realized abstractly as "normal matrix ordered * -operator spaces". These objects come equipped with a sequence of matricial norms and positive cones satisfying certain relations. We show that such objects can be embedded into B(H) in such a way that the norm and order structure is preserved at each matrix level. Next, we show in Corollary 3.10 that self-adjoint operator spaces can also be realized as "L ∞ -matricially ordered spaces". These spaces come equipped with a sequence of sublinear functionals, called "order gauges", from which both the norm and order structure at each matrix level can be deduced. Moreover, we show that L ∞ -matricially ordered spaces can be embedded into B(H) in such a way that the sequence of order gauges are preserved in a natural sense. This turns out to be a stronger characterization, in the sense that by preserving order gauges, one necessarily preserves the norm and order structure at each matrix level, whereas preserving the norm and order structure alone does not necessarily preserve order gauges. The motivation for considering order gauges in place of the usual norm and order structure comes from the study of another problem. We will show that if one views the set of selfadjoint operator spaces as a category with morphisms given by completely positive completely contractive maps, then the Hahn-Banach Theorem fails in general. Consequently, the Arveson Extension Theorem cannot be generalized to completely positive completely bounded maps on self-adjoint operator spaces without requiring some additional conditions. These additional conditions can be avoided if one takes the objects in the category of self-adjoint operator spaces to be L ∞ -matricially ordered spaces and the morphisms to be maps which are well behaved with respect to the order gauges at each matrix level. We will also see that the kernels of completely positive completely bounded maps can be characterized in terms of order gauges, allowing us to easily define operator space structures on quotients of self-adjoint operator spaces. When applied to operator systems, these techniques allow us to avoid the Archimedeanization process developed in [15] .
We begin in Section 2 studying ordered vector spaces over the real numbers. This allows us to build up many fundamental ideas, as well as prove some results regarding function spaces. These ideas generalize some results of Paulsen and Tomforde in [15] on Archimedean order unit spaces. In Section 3, we generalize many of the results of Section 2 to operator spaces. The main technique will be a unitization process. This process is a modification of the process used by Werner in [18] . In each section, we outline how to build quotients, generalizing results in [15] and [11] .
Some results in Section 2 can be found in the literature regarding asymmetric normed spaces. See [7] for an overview of what is known. We have chosen to apply a unitization technique and appeal to known results about unital objects rather than appealing to the more recent literature on asymmetric normed spaces. Likewise, some of the results in Section 3 follow from the work of Effros and Winkler in [8] . The focus of Effros and Winkler's paper seems to differ significantly from the focus of our work, so we simply indicate when a result is closely related to a result in [8] .
The author would like to thank David Blecher, Allan Donsig, Vern Paulsen and David Pitts for helpful conversations, as well as Mark Tomforde for making some of these conversations possible.
Real Function Spaces
Our first goal is to characterize real function spaces in terms of their order structure and norm structure, or equivalently, in terms of a natural gauge structure. By real function space, we mean a real subspace of C R (X), the continuous R-valued functions on a compact Hausdorff space. Most of the ideas here generalize naturally to the setting of operator spaces. We include these more specific results because they seem interesting in their own right, and serve as building blocks for our study of operator spaces later.
2.1. Ordered Vector Spaces and Gauges. Definition 2.1. Let V be a vector space over R. We call a subset V + ⊂ V a cone if the following hold.
• a, b ∈ V + implies that a + b ∈ V + .
• a ∈ V + and t ≥ 0 implies that ta ∈ V + . . If in addition V + ∩ −V + = {0}, then we call the cone V + proper. We call a pair (V, V + ), with V + ⊂ V a proper cone, an ordered vector space. When V is an ordered vector space, we write a ≥ 0 to mean that a ∈ V + . We also write a ≤ b whenever b − a ∈ V + . We write
Whenever V is normed, we shall assume in addition that V + is closed. In this case, the triple (V, · , V + ) is called a normed ordered vector space.
We will generally assume that all ordered vector spaces are normed. We will be particularly interested in ordered vector spaces which arise from a gauge, which we now define. Definition 2.2. Let V be a vector space over R. We call a map ν : V → [0, ∞) a gauge provided that for all x, y ∈ V and t > 0, the following hold.
• ν(x + y) ≤ ν(x) + ν(y).
• ν(tx) = tν(x). We define ν(x) = ν(−x) for each x ∈ V . Then ν is also a gauge, called the conjugate gauge. We call a gauge ν on V proper if whenever x ∈ V \ {0}, either ν(x) = 0 or ν(x) = 0. We call a pair (V, ν) a gauged space provided that ν is a proper gauge on V .
Gauged spaces are also called asymmetric normed spaces by some authors. Asymmetric normed spaces have received considerable attention recently. See [7] for an overview of what is known. The notion of a conjugate gauge is borrowed from these authors.
We now define a way to build an ordered vector space from a gauged space.
We call V +,ν the cone induced by ν and · ν the norm induced by ν. We call the resulting triple (V, · ν , V +,ν ) the normed ordered vector space induced by ν. Whenever the gauge ν is clear from the context, we suppress the subscript ν and simply write (V, · , V + ) for the induced normed ordered vector space.
In the above definition, we could have equivalently defined V + to be ker(ν) rather than ker(ν). We have chosen to let V + = ker(ν) because this convention allows us to regard ν(x) as a measure of "how positive" x is. For example, if p ∈ V + , then ν(p) = p ν , while ν(−p) = 0.
We now verify that the normed ordered vector space induced by a gauge ν actually satisfies the requirements of being a normed ordered vector space. Proposition 2.4. Let (V, ν) be a gauged space. Then (V, · ν , V +,ν ) is a normed ordered vector space. In particular, V +,ν is closed with respect to · ν .
Proof. It is straightforward to check that · ν is a norm on V . Now, if a, b ∈ V +,ν and t > 0, then ν(ta + b) ≤ tν(a) + ν(b) = 0. Hence, ta + b ∈ V +,ν . So V +,ν is a cone. Moreover, if both x, −x ∈ V +,ν , then ν(x) = ν(x) = 0, and consequently x = 0. Finally, if a sequence x n → x with respect to the norm · ν , then for all n ∈ N,
If {x n } ⊂ V +,ν , then the right hand side of the above equation converges to 0 as n → ∞. Hence, ν(x) = 0, proving that x ∈ V +,ν . So V +,ν is in fact a closed proper cone.
We seek to characterize the normed ordered vector spaces which are induced by some gauge. That is, given a normed ordered vector space (V, · , V + ), we would like to know when there exists a gauge ν which induces · and V + . To this end, we make the following definition. Definition 2.5. Let (V, · , V + ) be a normed ordered vector space. We call (V, · , V + ) normal provided that whenever x ≤ y ≤ z, we have y ≤ max{ x , z }.
For brevity, we call a normed ordered vector space which is normal a normal ordered vector space.
Normal ordered vector spaces are sometimes called 1-normal or 1-max-normal in the literature. See [12] for an overview of this terminology. We will not be considering other notions of normality here, so we have decided to simplify the terminology.
The following Proposition shows that ordered vector spaces induced by gauges are normal.
Our next goal is to show that every normal ordered vector space is induced by some gauge. To that end, we make the following definition.
Definition 2.7. Let (V, · , V + ) be a normed ordered vector space. Define
We remark that the above definition was inspired by the work of Muhamadiev and Diab in [13] . Proof. Suppose that d(x) = 0. Then there is a sequence {p n } ⊂ V + such that p n − x → 0. Since V + is closed, this implies that x ∈ V + . It is obvious that d(x) = 0 when x ∈ V + . Hence,
To see that d is a gauge, let x, y ∈ V and t > 0. Then for all p, q ∈ V + , we have
Taking the inf over all p, q ∈ V + in both equations above, we see that
we see that x = 0 in this case (since V + is proper). So d is a proper gauge, and (V, d) is a gauged space.
Finally, we check that
since V is normal. Taking the inf over all p, q ∈ V + , we see that
Note that if S ⊂ V and (V, · , V + ) is a normal ordered vector space, then S is also a normal ordered vector space when equipped with the norm from V and the positive cone S + = S ∩ V + . Now set ν = d V | S , the restriction of d V to S. It is easy to check that ν is a proper gauge on S, and that ν induces the normal ordered vector space (S, · , S + ).
The above shows that for (V, · , V + ) a normal ordered vector space, there always exists at least one gauge d which induces the space (V,
In general, there may be many gauges which yield the same normal ordered vector space, but there is always a maximal one. For example, consider the gauges ρ on R such that t ρ = |t| and R + = {0}. The maximal gauge is ρ(t) = |t|, but many other inducing gauges exist (for example, ρ(t) = max{ 1 2 |t|, t}). In general, no minimal inducing gauge exists, as can be seem from the example in the previous sentence.
We conclude this section with some examples of gauged spaces which will be of fundamental importance in this paper.
Example 2.9. Define u : R → [0, ∞) by setting u(t) = max{0, t} for each t ∈ R. Then (R, u) is a gauged space, t u = |t|, and [0, ∞) = ker(u), i.e., (R, | · |, [0, ∞)) is the ordered vector space induced by u. Moreover, it is easy to see that u is the unique gauge which induces this ordered vector space.
Example 2.10. Let H be a complex Hilbert space, and let V be a real subspace of B(H) sa , the set of bounded self-adjoint operators on H. For each T ∈ V , set
Since ·, · is linear in its first entry, and since u is a gauge, it is easy to check that ν is a gauge. Moreover, since T = sup{| T h, h | : h = 1, h ∈ H}, we see that the operator norm · is induced by ν. Since T ≥ 0 if and only if T h, h ≥ 0 for all h ∈ H, or equivalently, if and only if u( T h, h ) = 0 for all h ∈ H, we see that V + is also induced by ν. We will show after Proposition 2.13 that in fact ν = d B(H)sa , the gauge induced by B(H) sa .
2.2.
Unitizations of Gauged Spaces. In the comments following the proof of Proposition 2.8, we noticed that when S is a subspace of a normal ordered vector space (V, · , V + ), then S inherits a gauge ν = d V , the restriction of the gauge induced by V , and that this gauge induces the normal ordered vector space (S, · , S + ). In the following, we will show that given any gauged space (S, ν), there exists a normal ordered vector space (V, · , V + ) containing S such that ν = d V . In fact, we can take V to be an Archimedean order unit space, the definition of which we now recall. Definition 2.11. An ordered vector space (V, V + ) is called an order unit space (OU space, for short) if there exists an element e ∈ V , called the order unit, such that for each a ∈ V there is a t > 0 satisfying −te ≤ a ≤ te. An order unit e is called Archimedean if te + a ≥ 0 for all t > 0 implies that a ≥ 0. When an OU space (V, V + ) has an Archimedean order unit, we call V an Archimedean Order Unit Space (AOU space). We set a e = inf{t > 0 : −te ≤ a ≤ te} for all a ∈ V .
It is well known that whenever (V, V + , e) is an AOU space, · e is a norm. We now consider how one can regard an AOU space as a gauged space. Proposition 2.12. Suppose that (V, V + , e) is an order unit space. Let
Then ν e is a gauge. If V + is the cone induced by ν e , then (V, V + , e) is an AOU space, and ν e is a proper gauge.
Proof. Let x ∈ V . Since e is an order unit, there exists some t > 0 such that x ≤ te. Hence, ν e (x) is well defined.
Pick r > 0. Then ν e (rx) = inf{t > 0 : rx ≤ te} = inf{t > 0 : x ≤ t r e} = rν e (x). Let y ∈ V , and assume that x ≤ te and y ≤ re for some t, r > 0. Since V + is a cone, (te − x) + (re − y) = (t + r)e − (x + y) ≥ 0, and hence, x + y ≤ (t + r)e. It follows that ν e (x + y) ≤ ν e (x) + ν e (y). So ν e is a gauge. Now assume that V − = ker(ν e ). If x + te ≥ 0 for all t > 0, then ν e (−x) = 0, and hence, x ≥ 0. So e is Archimedean in this case. Also, ν e (x) = ν e (−x) = 0 implies that x, −x ∈ V + , and hence, x = 0, since V + is a proper cone. So ν e is proper in this case.
The fact that x e = max{d V (x), d V (−x)} is immediate from the definition of x e and the equality d V (x) = ν e (x).
In Example 2.10, we defined a gauge ν on a real subspace V of B(H) sa for some Hilbert space H and claimed that ν = d B(H)sa . We now justify this remark. Note that B(H) sa is an AOU space with order unit I, the identity operator on H. Now, let T ∈ B(H) sa and set t = ν(T ). Then
The following demonstrates a fundamental relationship between gauged spaces and AOU spaces. Recall that a map between ordered vector spaces is called an order embedding if it is one-to-one and if the image of a vector x is positive if and only if x is positive. Proposition 2.14. Let (V, ν) be a gauged space. Let V 1 = V ⊕ R (the algebraic direct sum), and define
Then (V 1 , ν 1 ) is a gauged space, and the map x → (x, 0) from V to V 1 satisfies ν(x) = ν 1 (x, 0). Consequently, the map x → (x, 0) from V to V 1 is an isometric order embedding. Moreover, the ordered vector space (V 1 , (V 1 ) + ) is an AOU space with order unit e = (0, 1), and
Proof. It is straightforward to check that ν 1 is a proper gauge, and that ν(
Finally, notice that (x, λ) ≤ (0, 1)t if and only if ν 1 (x, λ − t) = 0. But this holds if and only if ν(x) + λ ≤ t. Hence,
We note that the construction of V 1 from (V, ν) is suggested by Bonsall in a remark at the beginning of section 3 of [5] .
By the work of Kadison in [9] , we know that every AOU space can be realized as a function system, i.e., a unital subspace of C(X), the continuous R-valued functions on a compact Hausdorff space X, namely the state space of V (see Theorem 2.1 of [9] ). If we regard C(X) as a gauged AOU space, then Propositions 2.13 and 2.14 combine to give us a "concrete" representation theorem for gauged spaces.
Theorem 2.15. Let (V, ν) be a gauged space. Then there exists a compact Hausdorff space X and a linear map φ : V → C(X) such that ν(x) = d C(X) (φ(x)). Consequently, φ is isometric with respect to · ν and an order embedding of (V, V +,ν ) into (C(X), C(X) + ).
We omit a proof of the preceding theorem, as it follows immediately from Proposition 2.14 and Kadison's theorem. The point here is that gauged spaces can be regarded as a kind of abstract characterization of real function spaces, since every gauged space can be regarded as a function space and vice versa.
2.3. Gauge-Bounded Maps. We have already seen that every normal ordered vector space is induced by a gauge, although not always uniquely. We now consider consider linear maps which are well-behaved with respect to gauges. Such maps are naturally well-behaved with respect to the order structure and the norm, and are natural to consider when one wants to extend maps from a subspace to a superspace, as we shall see below.
In the following proposition, we show how gauge-bounded maps relate to positive normbounded maps. Note that while many results below are phrased in terms of gauge-contractive maps, a simple scaling argument extends these results to general gauge-bounded maps.
Proposition 2.17. Let φ : (V, ν) → (W, ω) be a gauge-contractive map. Then φ is positive with respect to the cones induced by ν and ω and contractive with respect to the norms induced by ν and ω. Moreover, if ν = d V , the maximal gauge which induces (V, · ν , V +,ν ), then every positive contractive map ψ : V → W is gauge contractive.
So φ is positive and contractive. Now, assume that ψ : V → W is positive and contractive with respect to · ν and · ω , and assume that ν = d V . Let p ∈ V + and x ∈ V . Then
Since this holds for all p ∈ V + , we see that ω(ψ(x)) ≤ ν(x). So ψ is gauge-contractive.
We have already seen that every gauged space can be "unitized", that is, embedded gaugeisometrically into an AOU space. We now show that linear maps into AOU spaces can also be "unitized".
Lemma 2.18. Let (V, ν) be a gauged space, and let (W, W + , e) be an AOU space regarded as a gauged space with the gauge ω = ω e . Assume that φ : (V, ν) → (W, ω) is gauge-contractive. Then the unital map φ 1 :
Note that φ 1 in the above lemma is automatically contractive. It follows easily that all gauge-contractive maps can be "unitized", in the sense we now describe.
Corollary 2.19. Let φ : (V, ν) → (W, ω) be a gauge-contractive map between gauged space. Define φ 1 : V 1 → W 1 by setting φ 1 (x, λ) = (φ(x), λ). Then φ 1 is positive. Moreover, if φ is gauge-isometric, then φ 1 is an order embedding.
Proof. Extend the range of φ to W 1 by identifying y ∈ W with (y, 0) ∈ W 1 . Then φ : (V, ν) → (W 1 , ω 1 ) is still gauge-contractive. Now apply Lemma 2.18 to obtain φ 1 . When φ 1 is gaugeisometric, this also implies that the unital map φ
is an order embedding in this case.
If we regard the collection of gauged spaces as a category with morphisms given by gaugecontractive maps, and the collection of AOU spaces as a category with morphisms given by unital positive maps, then Proposition 2.14 and Corollary 2.19 combine to yield a functor from the category of gauged spaces to the category of AOU spaces.
2.4. Gauge-bounded Functionals. We now consider scalar valued linear maps. We shall regard the vector space R as an ordered vector space by letting R + = [0, ∞) and t R = |t| for all t ∈ R. Equivalently, we may regard R as the gauged space (R, u) described in Example 2.9. Applying these definitions to Proposition 2.17, we obtain the following. We now combine the unitization results with the above corollary.
We are now in a position to state and prove the Hahn-Banach Theorem for gauged spaces. We shall rely on corresponding results for AOU spaces in [15] . Let (V, V + ) be an ordered vector space. Then we say that a subspace E ⊂ V majorizes V if for each v ∈ V + , there exists w ∈ E such that v ≤ w. When (V, V + , e) is an AOU space, we see that E = {te : t ∈ R} majorizes V . V. Paulsen and M. Tomforde proved the following in [15] (Corollary 2.15). Consequently, we have the following. Corollary 2.23. Let (V, ν) be a gauged space and f : (S, ν) → (R, u) be a gauge-contractive map, where S is a subspace of V . Then there exists an extensionf : (V, ν) → (R, u) which is gauge-contractive.
Proof. Let S 1 be the unitization of S and V 1 the unitization of V , as in Proposition 2.14. Then the inclusion S 1 ⊂ V 1 is an order embedding, so that we may regard S 1 as a unital subspace of V 1 . By Corollary 2.21, f extends to a unital positive map f 1 : S 1 → R. By Theorem 2.22, there exists a unital positive mapf 1 : V 1 → R. Letf (x) =f 1 (x, 0) for all x ∈ V . Thenf is gauge-contractive and extends f .
We now translate the above result into a statement about positive contractive maps on ordered vector spaces.
Corollary 2.24. Let (V, · , V + ) be a normal ordered vector space, and let f : S → R be a positive contractive linear functional, where S is a subspace of V . Then there exists a positive contractive extensionf : V → R if and only if f :
Proof. If a positive contractive extensionf exists, it must be gauge-contractive from (V, ν) to (R, u) by Corollary 2.20. Hence, its restriction f must be gauge-contractive from (S, ν) to (R, u). The rest of the claim follows immediately from Corollary 2.23. Corollary 2.24 demonstrates one advantage to regarding ordered vector spaces as gauged spaces. If we regard the set of all normal ordered vector spaces as a category whose morphisms are positive contractive maps, then Corollary 2.24 suggests that, in general, the Hahn-Banach Theorem may not hold. That is, the space R, regarded as an ordered vector space, is not injective in this category. We show this definitively below (see Corollary 2.25). On the other hand, Corollary 2.23 shows that if we regard the set of all gauged spaces as a category whose morphisms are gauge-contractive maps, then the Hahn-Banach theorem does hold, that is, the space (R, u) is injective in this category.
We now consider a few corollaries to our Hahn-Banach Theorem for gauged space. The first generalizes Theorem 2.17 of [15] .
Corollary 2.25. Let (V, ν) be a gauged space, and x ∈ V . Then for all λ ∈ [−ν(x), ν(x)], there exists a gauge-contractive functional
Proof. Let S be the one-dimensional span of x in V , and define f : S → R by setting f (x) = λ for some λ ∈ [−ν(x), ν(x)]. It is straightforward to check that f is gauge-contractive as a map from (S, ν) to (R, u). By Corollary 2.23, there exists a gauge-contractive extension f λ : (V, ν) → (R, u), proving the result.
We can now characterize precisely when every positive contractive map f : S → R has a positive contractive extensionf : V → R, where V is a normal ordered vector space with subspace S. 2.5. Quotients. We conclude our study of ordered function spaces with some results regarding quotients. Let (V, V + ) be an ordered vector space. We call a subspace S ⊂ V an order ideal provided that whenever 0 ≤ x ≤ y for some x ∈ V and y ∈ S, it must be that x ∈ S. It is easy to see that if φ is a positive linear map from V to some other ordered vector space W , then ker(φ) is an order ideal. In fact, every order ideal can be realized as the kernel of a positive map. This is done by regarding the algebraic quotient V /S of V by an order ideal S as an ordered vector space by setting (V /S) + = {p + S : p ∈ V + }. It is straightforward to check that (V /S) + is a proper positive cone. Hence, the quotient map π : V → (V /S) + is positive, and S = ker(π).
When V is a normed ordered space, the situation becomes less straightforward. It is easy to check that the kernel of any bounded (i.e., continuous) positive map is a norm closed order ideal in V . However, not every norm closed order ideal in V is the kernel of a positive map. For example, Paulsen and Tomforde show in [15] that the span of the matrix unit E 1,1 in (M 2 ) sa is not the kernel of a positive linear map, despite being a closed order ideal. This problem is closely related to the problem of defining quotients of ordered vector spaces. If S is a non-unital closed order ideal in an AOU space V , then the ordered space (V /S) is an order unit space with order unit e + S, but this order unit may not be Archimedean. Paulsen and Tomforde developed an Archimedeanization process which converts an order unit space to an AOU space by identifying a subspace of infinitesimals and showing that the quotient by this space is an AOU space. Hence, one can define quotients of AOU spaces by non-unital order ideals in terms of the Archimedeanization process.
We now demonstrate how some of these technicalities can be avoided by regarding ordered normed vector spaces as gauged spaces.
Definition 2.27. Let (V, ν) be a gauged space. We call a subspace S a gauge ideal provided that whenever there exist sequences {a n }, {b n } ⊂ S and x ∈ V such that
In the above definition, notice that if
By setting a n = a and b n = b for all n, we see that every gauge ideal is an order ideal. More generally, if we regard the gauge of a vector as a measure of its positivity, then the sequences {a n } and {b n } in the above definition can be thought of as asymtotically satisifying "{b n } ≤ x ≤ {a n }".
Proposition 2.28. Let (V, ν), (W, ω) be gauged spaces, and let φ : V → W be a gauge-bounded map. Then ker(φ) is a gauge ideal of V .
Proof. Suppose that there exist sequences {a n }, {b n } ⊂ ker(φ) such that ν(x − a n ), ν(b n − x) → 0 for some x ∈ V . Then for each index n, ω(φ(x)) = ω(φ(x − a n )) ≤ Cν(x − a n ) and
for some constant C > 0. Since this holds for all n, we see that ω(φ(x)) = ω(−φ(x)) = 0. Hence, x ∈ ker(φ). So ker(φ) is a gauge ideal.
In fact, the gauge ideals of V are precisely the kernels of gauge-bounded maps. We prove this by first showing that one can define a gauge on the quotient of V /S when S is a gauge ideal.
Definition 2.29. Let (V, ν) be a gauged space and S ⊂ V be a gauge ideal. Define a map q : (V /S) → [0, ∞) on the algebraic quotient V /S by q(x + S) = inf{ν(y) : y ∈ x + S}.
Proposition 2.30. The map q in Definition 2.29 is a proper gauge on (V /S).
Proof. It is easy to see that q(x + y + S) ≤ q(x + S) + q(y + S) and that q(tx + S) = tq(x + S) for all x, y ∈ V and t > 0. Now, suppose that q(x + S) = q(−x + S) = 0. Then there exist sequences {a n }, {b n } ⊂ S such that ν(x − a n ), ν(b n − x) → 0. Since S is a gauge ideal, x ∈ S. So q is a proper gauge. Theorem 2.31. Let (V, ν) be a gauged space and S ⊂ V a gauge ideal. Then S is the kernel of a gauge-bounded map.
Proof. Let S be a gauge ideal of V . Define π : V → (V /S) by π(x) = x + S. For all x ∈ V , we have q(π(x)) = q(x + S) ≤ ν(x) by the definition of q. Hence, φ is gauge-contractive. It is obvious that S = ker(π).
By regarding normed ordered vector spaces as gauged spaces, we obtain a characterization of the kernels of positive bounded maps by applying Proposition 2.17. As an example, we show that the span of E 1,1 in (M 2 ) sa is not a gauge ideal.
Example 2.32. Regard V = (M 2 ) sa as an AOU space with order unit e = I 2 . Then V is equipped with the gauge ν e (x) = inf{t > 0 : x ≤ te}. Note also that a matrix A ∈ V is positive if and only if the diagonal entries of A are positive and det(A) ≥ 0. Fix λ ∈ C with |λ| = 1. Then for all n ∈ N,
Hence,
Similarly,
It follows that the span of E 1,1 is not a gauge ideal.
Ordered Operator Spaces
In this section, we will extend the results of the previous section to ordered self-adjoint operator spaces. We begin by reviewing some fundamental results regarding operator spaces. We then generalize a result of Werner. We omit proofs in the first subsection, since they follow from results in later subsections.
3.1. Normal * -ordered Operator Spaces. Let V be a vector space over C. We call V a * -vector space if there exists a map * : V → V mapping x to x * such that for all λ ∈ C and x, y ∈ V , we have (λx + y) * = λx * + y * . Every * -vector space is naturally equipped with a sequence of mappings * :
A complex vector space V is called an abstract operator space (or rather, a L ∞ -matricially normed space) if there exist a sequence of norms { · n,m } n,m∈N satisfying the following.
•
• When A ∈ M n,m (V ) and B ∈ M k,l (V ), then A ⊕ B n+k,m+l = max{ A n,m , B k,l }, where
We shall call an abstract operator space V a * -operator space if V is an operator space and a * -vector space, and if A n,m = A * m,n for all A ∈ M n,m (V ) and all n, m ∈ N. By a concrete operator space V , we mean a vector subspace of B(H) for some Hilbert space H. By identifying M n,m (B(H)) with B(H m , H n ), we obtain a sequence of norms { · n,m } on each concrete operator space. It is easy to see that a concrete operator space V ⊂ B(H), together with the sequence of norms { · n,m } just defined is an abstract operator space. Ruan proved that every abstract operator space can be realized as a concrete operator space, that is, to every abstract operator space V , there exists a Hilbert space H and a linear map
Let V be a * -vector space, and suppose that the real vector space M n (V ) sa is ordered for all n. We call V matrix ordered if for all A ∈ M n (V ) + , B ∈ M k (V ) + , and X ∈ M l,k , we have
• A ⊕ B ∈ M n+k (V ) + , and • XBX * ∈ M l (V ) + . A linear map φ : V → W between two matrix ordered * -vector spaces is called completely positive if the map φ (n) : M n (V ) → M n (W ) is positive for all n ∈ N (where φ (n) = φ (n,n) ). We call φ a complete order embedding if φ (n) is an order embedding for each n ∈ N. Werner proved the following (see Corollary 4.11 of [18] ).
Theorem 3.1 (Werner) . Suppose that V is a matrix ordered * -operator space. Then there exists a Hilbert space H and a complete order embedding φ : V → B(H) which is completely contractive.
In general, the embedding need not be completely isometric (or even isometric). For example, the authors in [3] have shown that the dual of a C * -algebra A ′ has a natural structure as a matrix ordered * -operator space, but there is no isometric order embedding of A ′ into B(H). However, Werner showed that a completely isometric embedding does exist whenever there exist sufficiently many positive functionals. By this, we mean that to every A ∈ M n (V ) sa , there exists a positive linear functional f :
Werner states without proof in [18] (see Remark 4.14) that if (M n (V ) sa , · n , M n (V ) + ) is a normal ordered vector space for every n, then sufficiently many positive functionals exist. This follows easily from our results on gauged spaces. Regard M n (V ) sa as a real gauged space with the gauge d n,V induced by M n (V ) sa . When M n (V ) is normal, we have seen that A = max{d n,V (A), d n,V (−A)}. By Corollary 2.25, we see that to each A ∈ M n (V ) sa , there is gauge-contractive (and hence, positive contractive) f : M n (V ) sa → R such that |f (A)| = A n . It is easy to check that f extends uniquely to a complex linear functional f : M n (V ) → C, and that this map is contractive.
We shall call a matrix ordered * -operator space normal if (M n (V ) sa , · n , M n (V ) + ) is a normal ordered vector space for every n. Combining Werner's work with the above remarks, we have the following. Theorem 3.2. Suppose that V is a normal matrix ordered * -operator space. Then there exists a Hilbert space H and a completely isometric complete order embedding φ : V → B(H).
By a concrete ordered * -operator space, we mean a self-adjoint subspace V ⊂ B(H) for some Hilbert space H, together with the induced sequence of norms { · n,m } on M n,m (V ) and the induced sequence of positive cones {M n (V ) + }. Theorem 3.2 shows that every normal matrix ordered * -operator space has a representation as a concrete ordered * -operator space. It is straightforward to check that the converse of Theorem 3.2 is true as well, that is, when there exists a completely isometric complete order embedding from a matrix ordered * -operator space V to B(H) for some Hilbert space H, the V is necessarily normal. Hence, Theorem 3.2 characterizes concreted ordered * -operator spaces as normal matrix ordered * -operator spaces, up to completely isometric complete order embeddings.
L
∞ -Matrically Ordered Spaces. We may regard the collection of normal matrix ordered * -operator spaces as the objects of a category. The natural morphisms are completely positive completely contractive maps. We saw earlier that the real vector space R is not injective (i.e. the Hahn-Banach Theorem fails) in the category of normal ordered vector spaces, where morphisms are taken to be positive contractive maps. This result can be easily complexified to show that the Hahn-Banach theorem fails in the category of normal matrix ordered * -operator spaces as well, since positive linear functionals are completely positive and completely bounded. Hence, C is not injective as a normal matrix ordered * -operator space. For ordered vector spaces, this problem was avoided by considering gauged spaces in place of normal ordered vector spaces. We now apply an analogous strategy here.
Definition 3.3. Let V be a * -vector space, together with a sequence of proper gauges {ν n : M n (V ) SA → [0, ∞)} satisfying the following conditions.
(
We call such a vector space, together with the sequence of gauges {ν n } an L ∞ -matricially ordered space (or L ∞ -MOS for short). We refer to the sequence of sublinear functionals {ν n } as the order gauges of V .
We note that Effros and Winkler's notion of matrix gauges in Section 6 of [8] almost coincides with our notion of order gauges. Effros and Winkler extend their matrix gauges to be defined on all matrices and not just self-adjoint matrices, and also allow matrix gauges to take on the value ∞. In our view, restricting the domain of an order gauge to the self-adjoint matrices is sufficient, as we will ultimately derive a norm and order structure on the self-adjoint matrices from that gauge, and norms on non-self-adjoint matrices can be derived from norms on selfadjoint matrices (see the last paragraph of this subsection). Infinity-valued gauges are ruled out by the concrete interpretation of order gauges which we shall obtain in Corollary 3.10 below.
We seek to establish an equivalence between concrete ordered * -operator spaces and L ∞ -MOS's. As was the case with normal ordered vector spaces and gauged spaces, we will see that to each normal matrix ordered * -operator space (and hence, to every concrete ordered * -operator space), there may correspond many possible L ∞ -matricially ordered spaces.
be a normal matrix ordered * -operator space. For each n ∈ N, let d n,V be the gauge induced by the normal ordered vector space
We call the pair (V, {d n,V }) the L ∞ -MOS induced by V , and the sequence {d n,V } the order gauges induced by V .
Proposition 3.5. Let V be a normal matrix ordered * -operator space.
By taking an infimum, we see that
Now if we choose
+ T by an appropriate scalar matrix and apply the axioms of operator spaces). Hence, by taking the inf over all positive direct sums P ⊕ Q, we see that
Note that if S ⊂ V is a self-adjoint subspace and (V, { · n,m }, {M n (V ) + }) is a normal matrix ordered * -operator space, then we can define a sequence of maps ν n : M n (S) sa → [0, ∞) by setting ν n = d n,V | Mn(S) . It is straightforward to check that (S, {ν n }) is an L ∞ -MOS. Our next goal will be to prove the converse this statement. That is, we wish to realize each L ∞ -MOS (S, {ν n }) as a subspace of V for some normal matrix ordered * -operator space V such that for each n, ν n = d n,V | Mn(S) . In fact, we can take V to be an operator system, that is, a unital self-adjoint subspace of B(H) for some Hilbert space H.
Before proceeding to the proof, we note that each L ∞ -matrically ordered space (V, {ν n }) can be realized as a normal matrix ordered * -operator space. For each A ∈ M n (V ) sa , define A n = A νn , and for each B ∈ M n,m (V ), define
is a normal matrix ordered * -operator space. We omit the tedious proof that the above defines a normal matrix ordered * -operator space, since it follows immediately from the results below.
3.3. Unitizations. We now show how to unitize a L ∞ -matricially ordered space. The process is based on the unitization technique introduced by Werner in [18] . We begin by recalling the definition of an abstract operator system. These can be thought of as operator analogs of AOU spaces.
Definition 3.6. Let V be a matrix ordered * -vector space and e ∈ V + . Then (V,
In [6] , Choi and Effros showed that to each abstract operator system, there is a Hilbert space H and a unital complete order embedding φ : V → B(H). In other words, every abstract operator system can be identified with a concrete operator system.
We now show how to build an abstract operator system from an L ∞ -MOS. In what follows, we write Y ≫ 0 for a scalar square matrix Y to mean that Y is positive and non-singular.
We call the pair (V 1 , {u n }) the unitization of V .
Note that for each self-adjoint scalar matrix X ∈ M n ,
where ν e is the gauge induced by the order unit I n of (M n ) sa . Hence, the restriction of u n to the scalar matrices is the gauge induced by the AOU space ((M n ) sa , (M n ) + , I n ).
In the following, we write (A, X) ⊕ (B, Y ) to mean (A ⊕ B, X ⊕ Y ) and Z * (A, X)Z to mean (Z * AZ, Z * XZ) for scalar matrices X, Y, Z and non-scalar matrices A and B.
Lemma 3.8. Let A ∈ M n (V ) sa and X ∈ (M n ) sa for some n ∈ N. Then u n (A, X) is well defined. For B ∈ M k (V ) sa , Y ∈ (M k ) sa , and Z ∈ M n,k for some k ∈ N, we also have
Proof. First, note that a scalar matrix X ∈ (M n ) sa satisfies X ≫ 0 if and only if all the eigenvalues of X are strictly positive. Hence, there is a t > 0 such that X t ≫ 0, since σ(X t ) = t − σ(X), where σ(X) is the spectrum of X. Also, when
is the inverse of the smallest eigenvalue of X t . Thus, when ν n (A) = 0 we can choose t > 0 large enough that X
To prove the claim, it is enough to show that for each t > u n (A, X), Y r ≫ 0 and
That is, for each t > u n (A, X), Z 2 t > u n (B, Y ). Choose t > 0 such that X t ≫ 0 and
Since this holds for all t > u n (A, X), we may assume that (Y ) r ≫ 0.
Consequently,
This proves the final claim 1) ) is an abstract operator system, and
for all A ∈ M n (V ) sa and n ∈ N, so that the mapping x → (x, 0) from V to V 1 is a completely isometric complete order embedding.
Proof. Set C n = ker(u n ). We will show that {C n } is matrix ordered, and that each set C n is a proper cone. Consequently, {M n (V 1 ) + } is a matrix ordered sequence of cones. Assume (A, X) ∈ C n and Y ∈ M k,n . Then u k (Y * (A, X)Y ) ≤ Y 2 u n (A, X) = 0 and if (B, Z) ∈ C k for some k, then u n+k ((A, X) ⊕ (B, Z)) = max{u n (A, X), u k (B, Z)} = 0, by Lemma 3.8. Hence, {C n } is matrix ordered. Now fix n ∈ N, t > 0 and (A, X), (B, Y ) ∈ C n . Then
and u n (t(A, X)) = u n (I n t 1/2 (A, X)I n t 1/2 ) ≤ tu n (A, X) = 0.
Hence, t(A, X) ∈ C n and (A, X) + (B, Y ) ∈ C n . So C n is a cone. If (A, X), (−A, −X) ∈ C n , then X, −X ≤ 0 and hence X = 0. Consequently, ν n (A) = ν n (−A) = 0, and hence A = 0 as well. So (A, X) = 0, proving that C n is a proper cone. We now show that
Note that (A, X) ≤ t(0, I n ) if and only if u n (A, X − tI n ) = 0. This holds if and only if there is a sequence r k ↓ 0 such that (X − tI n ) r k = (t + r k )I n − X ≫ 0, and
for all k. Equivalently, by setting s k = r k + t, we see that s k ↓ t, X s k ≫ 0, and hence
for all k. The claim follows. Now, since u n (A, X) is well defined for all (A, X) ∈ M n (V 1 ) sa , it follows that M n (V 1 ) sa is an order unit space. It follows from Proposition 2.12 that M n (V 1 ) sa is an AOU space. So (V 1 , {M n (V 1 ) + }, (0, 1)) is an operator system.
By the Choi-Effros characterization of operator systems, there is a unital complete order embedding of V 1 into B(H) for some Hilbert space H. By Proposition 2.13, we have that u n = d n,B(H) for each n ∈ N. Consequently, (V 1 , {u n }) is an L ∞ -MOS by Proposition 3.5. The remaining claims are easily verified and left to the reader. 
3.4.
Completely Gauge-Bounded Maps. In this section, we will prove a generalization of the Arveson extension theorem which applies to linear maps from L ∞ -MOS's to B(H), along with a few other applications. To state these results, we first discuss how one should regard B(H) as an L ∞ -MOS. Given a concrete self-adjoint operator space V ∈ B(H), we shall define its standard representation as an L ∞ -MOS (with respect to H) by setting ν n = d n,B(H) for each n ∈ N. Hence, when (V, {M n (V ) + }, e) is an operator system, we have ν n (A) = inf{t > 0 : A ≤ tI n ⊗ e}. Definition 3.11. Let (V, {ν n }) and (W, {ω n }) be L ∞ -MOS's, and let φ : V → W be a linear map. We call φ completely gauge-bounded if φ is self adjoint and if there is a constant C > 0 such that for all A ∈ M n (V ) sa and n ∈ N, ω n (φ (n) (A)) ≤ Cν n (A). When we can take C ≤ 1, then we call φ completely gauge-contractive. If φ (n) is a gauge-isomorphism for each n ∈ N, we call φ completely gauge-isometric.
The following lemma is the primary tool we shall use here.
Lemma 3.12. Let (V, {ν n }) be an L ∞ -MOS and (W, {M n (W ) + }, e) an operator system. Suppose that φ : V → W is completely gauge-contractive. Then the unique unital extensioñ φ : V 1 → W is completely positive.
Proof. Suppose that (A, X) ∈ M n (V 1 ) + . Then X ≥ 0, and for each t > 0, we have
Since φ is completely gauge-contractive, we have
Hence, (−X)
Since this holds for all t > 0, and since I n ⊗e is an Archimedean order unit for W ,φ (n) (A, X) ≥ 0. Soφ is completely positive.
We may regard the collection of L ∞ -MOS's as a category, whose morphisms are completely gauge-contractive linear maps. The following yields a functor from this category to the category whose objects are operator systems and whose morphisms are unital completely positive linear maps.
Theorem 3.13. Let (V, {ν n }) and (W, {ω n }) be L ∞ -MOS's. Suppose that φ : V → W is completely gauge-contractive. Then the unique unital extension φ 1 : V 1 → W 1 is completely positive. Moreover, if φ is completely gauge-isometric, then φ 1 is a complete order embedding.
Proof. Since we may regard W as a subspace of its unitization W 1 , we may regard φ as a gauge-contractive map from V to the operator system (W 1 , (0, 1)). By Lemma 3.12, the unital extension φ 1 : V 1 → W 1 is completely positive. When φ is completely gauge-isometric, we have that φ is completely positive. It follows that φ 1 is a complete order embedding.
In [1] , Arveson proved that every completely positive map from an operator system S to B(H) has a completely positive extension to any operator system V containing S. The following generalizes this result to completely gauge-contractive maps on L ∞ -MOS's.
Theorem 3.14. Let (V, {ν n }) be an L ∞ -MOS with S a self-adjoint subspace of V (endowed with the order gauges {ν n } restricted to S), and let H be a Hilbert space. Let φ : S → B(H) be a completely gauge-contractive map. Then there exists a completely gauge-contractive map φ : V → B(H) extending φ.
Proof. By Lemma 3.12, we see that the unital extension φ 1 : S 1 → B(H) is completely positive. Also, by Theorem 3.13, the inclusion S 1 ⊂ V 1 is a unit preserving complete order embedding. By the Arveson Extension Theorem, there exists a completely positive unital mapφ 1 :
The above theorem is equivalent to saying that B(H) is an injective object in the category of L ∞ -MOS's. This demonstrates one advantage to regarding ordered * -operator spaces as the category of L ∞ -MOS's rather than the category of normal matrix ordered * -operator spaces. We note that Theorem 3.14 is a corollary of Theorem 6.9 in [8] , due to Effros and Winkler. Indeed, a direct proof of Theorem 3.14 along the same lines as Effros and Winkler's proof can be given. Our approach seems simpler, and is sufficient for our purposes.
As a final application of Lemma 3.12, we give another characterization of ordered * -operator spaces, this time in terms of completely positive maps on operator systems. Proof. By Lemma 3.12, the unital extension of the zero map z : V → C, x → 0 to the unitization V 1 of V is completely positive. Clearly V = ker(φ).
3.5.
Completely Positive Completely Bounded Maps. We now use the preceding results concerning completely gauge-bounded maps to study completely positive completely bounded maps. We will write "cpcc" for completely positive completely contractive. The following extends Proposition 2.17 to L ∞ -MOS's.
Theorem 3.16. Let (V, {ν n }) and (W, {ω n }) be L ∞ -MOS's, and let φ : V → W be a linear map. If φ is completely gauge-contractive, then φ is cpcc. Moreover, if ν n = d n,V for all n ∈ N, then every cpcc self-adjoint map ψ : V → W is completely gauge-contractive.
Proof. If φ is completely gauge-contractive, then for each n ∈ N, the restriction of φ (n) to M n (V ) sa is gauge-contractive with respect to the gauges ν n and ω n . Hence, it is positive and contractive, by Proposition 2.17. It follows that φ is completely positive. Also, if B ∈ M n,m (V ), then
Hence, φ is completely contractive as well. If ν n = d n,V for all n ∈ N and ψ is cpcc, then the restriction of ψ (n) to M n (V ) sa is positive and contractive. By Proposition 2.17, ψ (n) is gauge-contractive. Thus, ψ is completely gaugecontractive.
The following restates Theorem 3.14 in terms of completely positive completely bounded maps on concrete self-adjoint operator spaces, and characterizes when every cpcc map on a subspace S has a cpcc extension.
Corollary 3.17. Let V be a concrete self-adjoint operator space and S a subspace of V , and let φ : S → B(H) be a cpcc self-adjoint linear map. Then there exists a cpcc self-adjoint extensioñ φ : V → B(H) if and only if φ is completely gauge-contractive with respect to the induced order gauges {d n,V } on S and {d n,B(H) } on B(H). Moreover, every cpcc self-adjoint map from S to B(H) has a cpcc self-adjoint extension to a self-adjoint operator space V containing S if and only if d n,S = d n,V for each n.
Proof. If φ is completely gauge-contractive with respect to the induced order gauges {d n,V } and {d n,B(H) }, then a completely gauge-contractive extension exists, by Theorem 3.14. This map is completely positive and completely contractive by Theorem 3.16.
On the other hand, if a completely positive completely contractive extensionφ exists, it must be completely gauge-contractive with respect to the induced order gauges {d n,V } and {d n,B(H) }, by Theorem 3.16. Hence, its restriction φ to S is completely gauge-contractive.
To prove the second statement, first assume that d n,S = d n,V for each n. By Theorem 3.16, every cpcc self-adjoint map from S to B(H) is completely gauge contractive with respect to {d n,S } (and hence, with respect to {d n,V } as well). By the first statement of the corollary, every such map has a cpcc extension. Now, assume that d n,S = d n,V for some n. Then there is some A ∈ M n (S) sa such that Consequently, the extensionφ is not cpcc, by Theorem 3.16.
3.6. Quotients. In [11] , quotients of operator systems were introduced and studied. The same issues associated with quotients of AOU spaces arise for quotients of operator systems. Hence, quotients of operator systems are defined in terms of an Archimedeanization process. We have already seen how one can avoid some technicalities associated with quotients of AOU spaces by regarding them as gauged spaces. We now show that quotients of ordered * -operator spaces, and in particular of operator systems, can be understood as quotients of L ∞ -MOS's.
Definition 3.18. Let (V, {ν n }) be an L ∞ -MOS. We call a self-adjoint subspace S ⊂ V a L ∞ -MOS ideal of V provided that S sa is a gauge ideal of (V sa , ν 1 ).
Lemma 3.19. Let (V, {ν n }) be an L ∞ -MOS. Suppose that S ⊂ V is a L ∞ -MOS ideal of V . Then M n (S) sa is a gauge ideal of (M n (V ) sa , ν n ) for all n ∈ N.
Proof. Let C = (c i,j ) ∈ M n (V ) sa , and suppose that there exist sequences {A n }, {B n } ⊂ M n (S) sa such that ν n (A n + C), ν n (B n − C) → 0. Pick an integer j ∈ [1, n], and let e j be the 1 × n matrix with a 1 in the jth entry and zeroes elsewhere. Then ν 1 (e j (A n + C)e * j ) ≤ ν n (A n + C) → 0 and ν 1 (e j (B n − C)e * j ) ≤ ν n (B n − C) → 0. Since S sa is a gauge ideal of V sa , we see that c j,j ∈ S. Hence, all the diagonal entries of C are in S. Similarly, we see that for each pair of integers k, j ∈ [1, n], ν 1 ((e k + e j )(A n + C)(e k + e j ) * ) and ν 1 ((e k + e j )(B n − C)(e k + e j ) * ) converge to zero. It follows that that c k,j + c * k,j ∈ S. Likewise, ν 1 ((e k + ie j )(A n + C)(e k + ie j ) * ) and ν 1 ((e k + ie j )(B n − C)(e k + ie j ) * ) converge to zero, and hence, i(c k,j − c * k,j ) ∈ S. It follows that c k,j ∈ S for each k, j ∈ [1, n], and hence, C ∈ M n (S) sa . So M n (S) sa is a gauge ideal of (M n (V ) sa , ν n ).
The above lemma allows us to define a sequence of gauges {q n } on the sequence of spaces
when S is a L ∞ -MOS ideal. We now check that (V /S, {q n }) is in fact an L ∞ -MOS.
Theorem 3.20. Let (V, {ν n }) be an L ∞ -MOS, and let S be an L ∞ -MOS ideal of V . Then (V /S, {q n }) is an L ∞ -MOS, where q n (A + M n (S) sa ) = inf{ν n (B) : B ∈ A + M n (S) sa }.
Proof. By Lemma 3.19, we see that q n is a proper gauge on M n (V /S) sa for each n ∈ N. Let A ∈ M n (V ) sa and X ∈ M n,k . Then
Now, let A ∈ M n (V ) sa and B ∈ M k (V ) sa . Then
for any R ∈ M n,k (S), since the right hand side is equal to max{ν n (A), ν k (B)}. Hence, q n+k (A ⊕ B + M n+k (S) sa ) = inf{ν n+k (A ′ ⊕ B ′ ) : A ′ ∈ A + M n (S) sa , B ′ ∈ B + M k (S) sa } = max{q n (A + M n (S) sa ), q k (B + M k (S) sa )}.
We now characterize the kernels of gauge-bounded maps. Proof. If S is the kernel of a gauge-bounded map, then S sa is a gauge ideal of (V sa , ν 1 ) by Proposition 2.28, and hence S is a L ∞ -MOS ideal. On the other hand, if S is an L ∞ -MOS ideal, then S is the kernel of the map π : V → V /S given by π(x) = x + S. For each A ∈ M n (V ) sa , we have that q n (π(A)) = q n (A + M n (S) sa ) ≤ ν n (A). Hence, π is completely gauge-contractive. Consequently, the above characterizes the kernels of completely positive completely bounded maps as well, by Theorem 3.16.
